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Clericos <jui de elemonna pucuntor, et in elemojdnaria commorantur, debet
frequenter elemosicuarius per se vel per aliura de partibas suis opponere, et sub
virga tenere, ut melins adiscant, et diebos festivis, qu&ndo non vadtint ad scolas,
nt legant et cantent in ecclesia districte preoipere, 4c.
The words opponere and vadunt ad scolas appear decisive. It is curious
that we find no reference to the benefaction made by William of Kilkenny
to Bamwell providing for two priests studying divinity in the Cambridge
schools (Bashdall's • Universities of Europe,' ii. 558), but possibly these did
not reside at the priory. We may notice that Mr. Clark's chronology of
the early priors is not perfectly established. It does not follow because
William of Devon's priorate fell 3ub tempore inttrdicti that he was ap-
pointed precisely in 1208; but Mr. Clark reckons backwards to his
predecessors, as though from a fixed date (p. xvii). A full and careful
glossary adds to the usefulness of an excellent book.

R. L.P.

It will be enough to give a few lines of cordial welcome to the first
instalment of the Calendar of Close Bells, Edward III, 1327-1380
(London : ILM. Stationery Office, 1896). It is, like the same calendars
for the reign of Edward II, the work of Mr. W. H. Stevenson, and
appears even before its time, since Mr. Stevenson's earlier calendar is
only published at present up to 1328. The earlier volumes of this work
have been reviewed at greater length in these pages. We need only say
now that the admirable standard of scholarly execution reached by Mr.
Stevenson's former volumes is fully attained by the present one. Among
the special features for praise are the fulnes3 with which new, circum-
stantial, and important documents are calendared, and the judicious
brevity with which merely formal ones are dealt with. Equally praise-
worthy is the constant reference to the places where the documents have
been printed previously, while the index is, as usual with those for which
Mr. Woodruff and Mr. Stevenson are responsible, almost beyond the pos-
sibility of criticism. We have used it a good deal, and after repeated
testing can only find the very smallest faults with it. Everything is
mentioned; errors in the numerals hardly exist, and wonderful skill is
shown in dealing with the place names, both British and foreign. This,
we suspect, must to some extent be ascribed to Mr. Stevenson's help.
Indeed, the modern equivalent and the precise geographical position of
nearly every place are given with remarkable accuracy. The only positive
error that we have found is the slip of putting Llanbadamfawr in
Radnorshire (p. 667). It is true that there is a LJanbadamvawr within
that modern county, but it is pretty clear that the castle of Llanbadam,
which is referred to on p. 258 of the text, is the castle of Aberystwith,
situated in the parish of Llanbadarnvawr in Cardiganshire. The refer-
ences to Gwenllian, or Wenthliana, the daughter of Llywelyn ab Gruffyod
and Eleanor de Necatfort, are all collected under ' Wenthliana,' and again
under ' Llewelyn,' though in the hitter case three appear under the main
head 'Llewelyn, prune of Wales,' and only two—probably through some
shifting of type—under the proper head that follows of 'Llewelyn,
Wenthliana daughter of.' It i?, perhaps, worth while again objecting to
places like Abergwili and Llanstephan, which were no part of fourteenth-
century Carmarthenshire, being labelled under ' Co. Carmarthen.' It is
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more misleading than locating the town or village of Badnor in Radnor-
shire for the same period, for there was no Radnorshire and there was a
Carmarthenshire, but with different boundaries from those of the present
shire. We wish this little source of error could be avoided in the future.
If not the local historian will be misled to the end of time. To turn
from the form to the matter of the Calendar, it is worth noting a few of
the many signs of feudal reaction that followed the triumph of Mortimer.
A good instance is the resignation by the king to the bishop of Durham
of the Bruce and Balliol forfeitures within his regality, which Edward I
had seized for himself, as if Durham escheats went to the crown (pp. 48-9
and 55). There is a significant indication on p. 124 that, despite Edward
I's promises at Lincoln and elsewhere to effect a complete survey and
delimitation of the forests, no perambulation of the chase of Knares-
borough had ever been carried out. It is creditable to the government
that Gwenllian, Llywelyn's daughter, received her pension of 201. a year
from the Lincolnshire issues with reasonable if not perfect regularity
during these distressful years. On pp. 18-9 we have an early instance
of the temporary seizure of the lands of alien priories by reason of bad
relations between England and France. T. P. T.

Mr. T. G. Jackson's sumptuous volume on The Church of St. Mary
the Virgin, Oxford. (Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1897), is not unworthy (in
respect of the limited range which it covers) of being compared with
Willis and Clark's magnificent ' Architectural History of Cambridge.*
Like that great work, it is much more than a learned and technical
contribution to architectural history. Mr. Jackson has- taken great pains
with the general history connected with his subject, and aims at making
his book a sketch of the history of the university, whose one continuous
material centre has been the parish church, which its rectors and vicara
have from the earliest times lent for its congregations and sermons.
Mr. Jackson's reputation as an architect may be considered sufficient
guarantee of his technical accuracy. As an historian his mistakes are
few and trivial. I do not know on what grounds he places the great
dispersion in 1208 instead of the received 1209, and the return in 1212
instead of 1214. When Mr. Jackson says that the chaplain' said prayers '
daily in St. Mary's, he should have written 'said mass.' When he
translates ' cistam exemplariorum' the ' chest of patterns,' instead of
'manuscripts,' he is misled by a blunder of Mr. Anstey's. When he
makes the scholars who resisted Archbishop Arundel's visitation receive
' a sound birching,' he is similarly misled by a mistake of Wood's, which
I have corrected in my 'Medieval Universities.' When he finds a
difficulty about the ' capitulum Oxenfordcnse ' at the end of the twelfth
century, it is perhaps excusable that a layman should fail to recognise the
' capitulum rurale' or • ruridecanal chapter,' which is still familiar
enough in clerical circles. I rather doubt whether the Bodleian librarian-
ship ' has been open to laymen since the time of Bodley's re-foundation,'
and was under the impression that Bodley's librarian was still considered
theoretically chaplain of the university, down to the time of the present
librarian's predecessor. I do not know of any reason, except the historical
instinct of the Oxford Local Board, for supposing that Cat Street ia a
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